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Accur8 Insight™ is a robust, affordable reporting 

and analytics solution which enables companies 

of any size to upgrade to self-serve reporting 

without the need to replace their existing 

reporting system. Here are some highlights 

of our product and its key features



Empowers End-Users 

Accur8 Insight enables end-users to create, modify, and author reports, analytics and dashboards on 
their own.  This is done code-free by simply dragging and dropping the required components, fields 
and filters into place.  This leading edge approach provides several advantages:

•  Self-serve, ad hoc reporting allows end-users to create and distribute the reports they need 
 with limited—or no--involvement from IT, greatly increasing productivity while decreasing 
 demands on IT resources.

•  Data “mashups” and analysis are done by users directly in the reports themselves, with an 
 intuitive and easy-to-learn approach.

•  Power users can create custom expressions (calculations, analytics) which can be embedded 
 directly into reports, greatly expanding usability and capabilities.

Complements Existing Reporting Systems 

Accur8 Insight enables a company to move to self-serve reporting while maintaining their existing 
reporting systems.

•  There is no need to rip and replace your existing IT-centric reporting systems that has been 
 tailored to your company’s needs over several years in order to move to a self-serve model.  
 This saves significant time and resource.

•  Accur8 Insight sits along side your existing reporting systems enabling you to tier in self-serve 
 reporting as needed.

•  Accur8 Insight can act as a stand-alone reporting system if desired.

Customizable

Accur8 Insight is fully customizable to fit your organization’s needs like a glove.  This has many 
advantages over the limited customization typically offered by traditional solutions including:

•  Ability to curate and optimize users’ experience.  You can design the flow of screens, features and 
 functions to have the best user experience.  To avoid confusion only the features and functions 
 needed can be displayed.  As your needs evolve new features can be switched on or built.  The 
 result is software that fits your company’s workflow rather you needing to change your company’s 
 processes to match the software’s workflow. 

•  Easily create (or modify) complex calculations directly in the reporting and analytics software that 
 are independent of the source data.  This adds great power to the overall reporting and analytics
 capabilities while saving a significant amount of IT development cycles.



Collaboration

Our solution comes with market-leading collaboration capabilities so the insights gleaned 
can be easily shared and actioned throughout your organization.  These include:

•  Easy, secure sharing of user-generated pages (ownership can be retained or granted) by users.

•  Super user management of other users pages.

•  Automated scheduling.

•  Flexible export formats such as excel, pdf, csv, xml.

Leverages Data Virtualization  

Accur8 Insight is powered by our Data Virtualization technology.  Data Virtualization is a leading edge 
data integration technology which allows easy access to disparate data sources both inside and outside 
of the enterprise—including legacy systems.  This changes the game for reporting and analytics:

•  Enhanced reporting and analytics capabilities through effortless access to disparate data from 
 multiple sources internal and external to your enterprise. 

•  Generate new insight by generating reports that draw from a wide swathe of financial, operational 
 and systems data

•  Rapid and painless generation of special purpose dashboards and analytics to meet the needs of 
 individuals or departments 

•  Significantly reduced time to get our product up and running through the rapid integration of data 
 sources (even legacy data) compared to traditional time consuming processes.

•  Eliminate or reduce data warehousing requirements needed to support reporting and analytics for 
 hard- and soft dollar savings. 

•  Enable real time reporting and analytics for immediate action.

Market-Leading Features  

Accur8 Insight comes with all the features that enhance users’ experience, capabilities 
and productivity.  These include:

•  Discoverable feature set means a user can have a smooth effective first logon experience 
 and the tool feature set is discoverable as the user needs arise.

•  Template approach where users start with pre-created pages/content designed by 
 management/IT that they can then easily modify and tweak to their needs.

•  Superior drill down capabilities with comparison queries (“This Month” vs “Last Month”).

•  Natural language filters (“today”, “last month”) that greatly assist in building reports and allow 
 for easy configuration of automated report scheduling.

•  Alert System that sends email and system alerts when predefined targets and key performance 
 indicators have been triggered.

•  Live, linked views splits view between parent and child relationships.

•  High quality, interactive reports, charts, dashboards, and data visualization.

•  Ability to run on premise or in the cloud.



For more information please visit our website at: 

www.accur8software.com 

or send an email to info@accur8software.com
73 Main St. Suite 7, 
Brattleboro, VT, 05301 

802.535.3511

Features Summary

• On-premise, Cloud or Hybrid operating environment
• Browser based UI
• Smart phone, tablet, PC or PDA access
• Powerful data integration capabilities
• Self-Serve, ad hoc reporting and analytics
• Broad Feature Set

• Fully customizable
• Collaborative capabilities
• State of the art security and auditing
• Built on leading edge 
       Data Virtualization technology

Browser based 

Accur8 Insight is HTML5 browser based.  This offers many benefits including:

•  “Everywhere” access.  A user logs in via the web from a desktop or mobile device and has full 
 access to the solution at any time or place.

•  Easy installation and maintenance.  There is no need to install software on user’s devices.  
 Once a new version is installed on the host server it is accessible to all users.  

•  Better security as the solution is hosted on dedicated server(s) that can be tightly controlled 
 and monitored rather than operating on hundreds of independent client devices.

Security and Auditing  

By underpinning Accur8 Insight with a virtual data layer it allows superior security and auditing as 
there is only one access point for a user to get at source data.  This has many advantages including:

•  The ability to set coarse grain (table level) and fine grain (record/row level) security settings.  
 Access can be restricted at an individual, department, or subsidiary level.  

•  Comprehensive auditing that logs each users activity (page views, exports, queries, subscriptions) 
 providing a detail history for security purposes while at the same time providing insight into usage 
 and optimizing system performance as data is exposed as BI cube for further analysis.

•  Robust options for high compliance environments such as HIPAA / HITECH

Affordable

We offer Accur8 Insight for as little as $2,500 per month which includes access for up to 50 users 
and the integration of up to 5 data sources.  Each additional data source to be integrated is $250 
per month (price may increase for extremely large data sources).  There is also an initial set up fee 
that varies according to the size and complexity of an installation.




